1. INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
===============

The Pearson correlation coefficient is widely used to detect and measure the dependence between two random quantities. The square of its least-squares estimate, popularly known as R-squared, is often used to quantify how linearly related two random variables are. However, the shortcomings of the R-squared statistic as a measure of the strength of dependence are also significant, as discussed recently by [@B14]), which has inspired the development of many new methods for detecting dependence.

The Spearman correlation calculates the Pearson correlation coefficient between rank statistics. Although more robust than the Pearson correlation, this method still cannot capture nonmonotone relationships. The alternating conditional expectation method was introduced by [@B2] to approximate the maximal correlation between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(X,Y)$\end{document}$ separately. The method was claimed to be numerically exact for independent cases, and effective for high-dimensional variables. An energy distance-based method ([@B18]; [@B17]) and a kernel-based method ([@B5], [@B6]) for solving the two-sample test problem appeared separately in the statistics and machine learning literatures, and have corresponding usage in independence tests. The two methods were recently shown to be equivalent ([@B16]). Methods based on empirical cumulative distribution functions ([@B8]), empirical copula ([@B4]) and empirical characteristic functions ([@B10]; [@B9]) have also been proposed for detecting dependence.

Another set of approaches is based on discretization of the random variables. Known as grid-based methods, they are primarily designed to test for independence between univariate random variables. [@B14] introduced the maximum information coefficient, which focuses on the generality and equitability of a dependence statistic; two more powerful estimators for this quantity were suggested by Reshef et al. (arXiv:1505.02213). Equitability requires that the same value of the statistic imply the same amount of dependence regardless of the type of the underlying relationship, but it is not a well-defined mathematical concept. We show in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} that the equitability of G-squared is superior to all other independence testing statistics for a wide range of functional relationships. [@B7] proposed a grid-based method which utilizes the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The R-squared statistic measures how well the data fit a linear regression model. Given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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More generally, because a piecewise-linear function can approximate any almost everywhere continuous function, we can employ the same hypothesis testing framework as above to derive ([1](#asw071M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for any such approximation. Thus, for any pair of random variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Without loss of generality, we focus on the estimation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Treating the slicing scheme as a nuisance parameter, we can maximize over all allowable slicing schemes to obtain that $$D(Y \mid X,\lambda_{0}) = \max\limits_{S:\, m_{S} \geq m}D(Y \mid S,\lambda_{0})\text{.}$$
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By removing the model size penalty term in ([5](#asw071M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we obtain a modified version, which is simply a weighted average of the likelihood ratios and is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to 1: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\text{BF}^{\ast}(\lambda_{0}) = \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{S:\, m_{S} \geq m}n^{- \{\lambda_{0}(|S| - 1)\}/2}} \right\rbrack^{- 1}\,\,\sum\limits_{S:\, m_{S} \geq m}\exp\left\{ {\frac{n}{2}D(Y \mid S,\lambda_{0})} \right\}\,\text{.}} \\
\end{array}$$

We can thus define a quantity similar to our likelihood formulation of R-squared, $$G_{t}^{2}(Y \mid X,\lambda_{0}) = 1 - \text{BF}^{\ast}(\lambda_{0})^{- 2/n},$$ which we call the total G-squared, and define $$G_{t}^{2}(\lambda_{0}) = \max\{ G_{t}^{2}(Y \mid X,\lambda_{0}),\ G_{t}^{2}(X \mid Y,\lambda_{0})\}\text{.}$$
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2.3. Theoretical properties of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With these preparations, we can state our main results.
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A proof of the theorem and numerical studies of the estimators' consistency are provided in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It is expected that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.4. Dynamic programming algorithm for computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The final result is $$\begin{matrix}
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3. POWER ANALYSIS {#SEC3}
=================

Next, we compare the power of different independence testing methods for various relationships. Here we again fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n$\end{document}$ was small. More details can be found in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

4. DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
=============

The proposed G-squared statistic can be viewed as a direct generalization of the R-squared statistic. While maintaining the same interpretability as the R-squared statistic, the G-squared statistic is also a powerful measure of dependence for general relationships. Instead of resorting to curve-fitting methods to estimate the underlying relationship and the G-squared statistic, we employed piecewise-linear approximations with penalties and dynamic programming algorithms. Although we have considered only piecewise-linear functions, one could potentially approximate a relationship between two variables using piecewise polynomials or other flexible basis functions, with perhaps additional penalty terms to control the complexity. Furthermore, it would be worthwhile to generalize the slicing idea to testing dependence between two multivariate random variables.
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Click here for additional data file.
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